Cell-cycle checkpoints are generally global in nature: one unattached kinetochore prevents the segregation of all chromosomes; stalled replication forks inhibit late origin firing throughout the genome. A potential exception to this rule is the regulation of replication fork progression by the S-phase DNA damage checkpoint. In this case, it is possible that the checkpoint is global, and it slows all replication forks in the genome. However, it is also possible that the checkpoint acts locally at sites of DNA damage, and only slows those forks that encounter DNA damage. Whether the checkpoint regulates forks globally or locally has important mechanistic implications for how replication forks deal with damaged DNA during S-phase.
Introduction
"The dream of every cell is to become two cells" is the basic tenet of the cell cycle, as stated by François Jacob in 1965. In order to achieve this dream, cells guard their most valuable capital, the genetic information, from endogenous and exogenous damaging agents [1, 2] . However, surveying the genome for insults is a complex challenge. Proteins involved in sensing damage have to do so amid a large excess of undamaged template. The situation is more complicated during S-phase when potential competing structures are available [3] .
Central mechanisms for responding to DNA damage and other potentially lethal insults are the quality control checkpoints that arrest the cell cycle and allow time for problems to be resolved [4, 5] . These checkpoints, whether responding to DNA damage during G 2 -phase or unattached kinetochores during mitosis, are intrinsically global in nature. They respond to trouble in one part of the cell and regulate diverse and distant targets. A potential exception to this rule is the intra-S-phase branch of the S-phase DNA damage checkpoint, which slows DNA replication in response to DNA damage [6] (Figure 1 ). It is possible that the effect of this checkpoint, the slowing of replication forks in response to DNA damage, only affects forks that actually encounter DNA damage, instead of globally regulating the progression of all replication forks. The present review discusses the possibility that the regulation of replication forks is a local phenomenon and the mechanistic implications of such a possibility. [3] . The primary damage sensor, conserved from yeast to mammals, is the ATR (ataxia telangiectasia-and Rad3-related) kinase, homologues of which are Mec1 in budding yeast and Rad3 in fission yeast [7, 8] . ATR recognizes a wide range of lesions caused by different agents such as MMS (methyl methanesulfonate), UV radiation, aphidicolin, cisplatin and HU (hydroxyurea) [1, 3, 6, 7] . It does so by identifying a common substrate that is generated in response to damage in S-phase, ssDNA coated with RPA (replication protein A) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In response to all of these treatments, replicative polymerases stall, whereas the replicative helicase continues, leading to uncoupling [9, 13] . This uncoupling leads to generation of ssDNA, which becomes coated with RPA. Using this structure as a substrate allows ATR, in collaboration with a host of other proteins, to respond to diverse lesions [7] . Hence the presence of lesions alone is not sufficient for activation of ATR. Replication across damaged a template, leading to formation of stalled polymerases is necessary.
Once ATR is activated, it relays the signal to an effector kinase, Chk1 (checkpoint kinase 1) in mammals or Cds1/Rad53 in fission/budding yeast, through various adaptor and mediator proteins [7] . The amount of Chk1 activated is proportional to the amount of ssDNA generated, accounting for the dose-dependent activation of the checkpoint [9, 14] . Whereas ATR is localized at the scene of the crime, targeting fork-associated and chromatin factors, the effector kinases act as transducers, spreading the signal throughout the cell [15, 16] (Figure 1 ). They target a wide variety of proteins that regulate cell cycle, DNA repair, gene expression and cellular metabolism [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Global regulation of origin firing by the checkpoint Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the S-phase DNA damage checkpoint DNA damage that block polymerases during S-phase activates the ATR/Mec1/Rad3 checkpoint kinase, which activates the S-phase DNA damage checkpoint. ATR/Mec1/Rad3 is activated locally at sites of DNA damage, therefore its targets are local to sites of damage. However, one of its major targets is activation of the S-phase checkpoint effector kinase Chk1/Rad53/Cds1, which is freely diffusible and triggers a global checkpoint response. A subset of Chk1/Rad53/Cds1 targets, those that constitute the intra-S-phase branch of the checkpoint, regulate replication dynamics by inhibiting origin firing and slowing fork progression. Although the regulation of origin firing is an intrinsically global effect, it is unclear whether forks are regulated globally, with all forks being slowed, or locally, with slowing reflecting checkpoint-dependent pausing of forks that encounter damage. Many of the protein targets of these kinases have been reported previously [15, [63] [64] [65] .
The regulation of origin firing is an intrinsically global response, since unfired origins that are distant from the damage are blocked from firing. Consistent with this global nature of origin inhibition, the lowest level of DNA damage sufficient to trigger checkpoint activation appears to be enough to fully inhibit further origin firing [25, 28] . For instance, low doses of UV in human cells cause a 5-fold reduction in origin firing, and increasing the UV dose does not increase the amount of origin inhibition [28] . Treatment with IR (ionizing radiation) reduced origin firing in a similar fashion. A 2-fold reduction in origin firing was observed at the lowest doses that trigger checkpoint activation and no additional inhibition was seen at higher doses [25] . This switch-like behaviour, in which origin firing is maximally inhibited as soon as the checkpoint is activated, fits with the classic checkpoint paradigm, in which damage at one place in the cell activates a global cellular response that inhibits cellcycle progression, in this case by inhibiting further origin firing.
The molecular details of origin inhibition are becoming clear in both mammals and budding yeast. In mammals, Chk1 regulates origin firing by inhibiting both CDK (cyclindependent kinase) and DDK (Dbf4-dependent kinase), the two major replication kinases. Chk1 inhibits CDK by phosphorylating Cdc25A and thereby targeting it for degradation [30] [31] [32] . Cdc25A is a phosphatase required for removing the inhibitory phosphorylation from the Cdk2-cyclin E/A isoforms of CDK, which are required for origin firing. Chk1 further phosphorylates and inhibits DDK, which is also required for origin initiation [33] . In budding yeast, Rad53 hyper-phosphorylates the Dbf4 subunit of DDK and as well as the origin initiation factor Sld3 in response to DNA damage and thereby prevents origin firing [34, 35] .
Although the inhibition of late origin firing is widely conserved, the biological significance of this response is unclear. Inhibition of origin firing in response to DNA damage seems most practical as a means to prevent additional forks encountering damage. However, early origin firing is irrespective of the presence of damage [25, 27, 36] . Therefore forks will continue to encounter damage, albeit less frequently, which may provide more time for repair.
Direct evidence for a less important role for the origininhibition branch of the intra-S-phase checkpoint comes from budding yeast. mec1-100, a hypomorphic allele of mec1, which fails to block origin firing, but maintains fork regulation, is not sensitive to HU or MMS [37] . This result suggests that fork regulation is the crucial function of the checkpoint. It may be best to think of origin regulation as precautionary; it may be helpful in reducing the frequency of damage encounters, but it does nothing to directly deal with damage.
Regulation of fork progression by the checkpoint
In addition to inhibiting origin firing, the intra-S-phase branch of the S-phase DNA damage checkpoint actively regulates forks by slowing them in response to damage [25, [38] [39] [40] . The bulky lesions induced by UV, MMS and 4NQO (4-nitroquinoline 1-oxide), treatments commonly used to induce the checkpoint, are believed to block the replicative polymerases [41] [42] [43] . Nonetheless, replication forks are able to bypass these lesions, presumably by recruiting translesion polymerases, by recombinational template switching, or by downstream repriming [44] [45] [46] . Bypass of damage does not seem to inevitably slow forks because, in checkpoint mutants, damaged DNA is replicated with little or no slowing of bulk DNA synthesis [22, [47] [48] [49] . Rather, the checkpoint actively slows replication on damaged templates, presumably to allow a more robust response to the damage.
In mammals, the intra-S-phase branch of the checkpoint regulates forks in response to DNA damage. Depletion of Tipin (Timeless-interacting protein), a factor required for Chk1 activation, prevents slowing of fork progression in response to UV damage, suggesting that the checkpoint actively regulates forks in response to UV damage [40] .
However, the role of Tipin, and its partner Timeless, at forks encountering damage is complex, since they are also implicated in checkpoint-independent regulation of replication fork dynamics [40, 50] . CPT (camptothecin) treatment, which impedes polymerases during S-phase, also shows fork slowing in a Chk1-dependent manner [29] . The Hus1 checkpoint clamp subunit and the Werner's syndrome helicase are also required for Chk1-dependent fork slowing in response to CPT treatment [51, 52] . In addition, Chk1 is indirectly required for maintaining normal fork speeds in the absence of DNA damage via its regulation of origin firing [53] . However, in this case, Chk1 acts to increase fork rates by limiting origin firing, and thus does not appear to have any relationship to damage-induced checkpoint-dependent slowing of replication forks.
There are contradictory results about the checkpoint dependence of fork regulation in budding yeast. The Diffley laboratory has shown that wild-type cells and checkpoint mutants both slow replication fork progression in response to MMS [54] . Hence fork slowing seems to be a passive response to polymerase-stalling lesions independent of the checkpoint. However, Aparicio and co-workers have shown that Rad53 actively slows down forks in the presence of MMS, and fork restart requires its inactivation [38] . Moreover, mec1-100, which fails to block origin firing, is not sensitive to HU or MMS unlike mec1 [37] . Thus the checkpoint seems to actively regulate forks.
It is widely believed that the main role of the intra-Sphase checkpoint at forks is to maintain its fork stability [55] . However, much of the evidence for this conclusion comes from studies using HU arrest to stall forks. Restart of forks from a HU arrest is used to measure the role of checkpoint proteins at the forks. Checkpoint mutants often fail to restart replication after the removal of HU [56] [57] [58] . However, it is important to realize that the mechanism of slowing induced by polymerase-blocking DNA damage cannot be the same as the mechanism of arrest induced by HU, which arrests the entire fork. During HU arrest, forks are stalled for a prolonged duration in the range of hours, and in the absence of the checkpoint, forks are unable to recover from these arrests. In contrast, when a replicative polymerase stalls across an MMS or UV lesion, the fork pausing is transient in nature, and in the absence of the checkpoint, the fork appears to be able to continue replication [40] . Hence the role of the checkpoint at forks appears to be more than simply maintaining the stability of the replisome components at the site of damage. Likewise, in budding and fission yeast, rad53 and cds1 cells manage to complete replication without much slowing even in the presence of damage caused by MMS, demonstrating that the checkpoint is not required for fork stability in response to DNA damage [22, [47] [48] [49] . Recent work by Labib and co-workers shows that the replisome components associated with the fork in checkpoint mutants and wild-type cells are similar in response to damage [59] . Hence the checkpoint may have different roles at the fork depending on whether the fork stalls for an extended time or simply pauses briefly to negotiate damage.
Is regulation of fork progression by the checkpoint global or local?
Unlike the global regulation of origin firing by the checkpoint, the regulation of replication forks could be either global or local. Global regulation of fork progression would entail the slowing of all replication forks in the cell, regardless of whether or not they encounter DNA damage. As such, it would be analogous to the global regulation of origin firing, in that such regulation would be a precautionary mechanism that would regulate forks in case they might encounter damage. Alternatively, local regulation of forks would only slow forks that were actually replicating damaged DNA.
The difference between global and local regulation of replication forks has important mechanistic implications. If forks are globally slowed, then every fork presumably moves uniformly slowly across undamaged DNA. Such slow replication would provide more time for repair and might also be associated with a mode of replication that is better able to deal with DNA damage when it encounters it. However, this mode of fork slowing would be largely prophylactic and not involved in directly dealing with DNA damage. Alternatively, if forks are only locally slowed at sites of DNA damage, then forks presumably move at normal speeds between lesions and pause transiently, in a checkpoint-dependent manner, at sites of damage. As such, local regulation of forks does not so much slow fork progression as cause numerous brief pauses, which, when averaged over time, gives the appearance of slow fork progression. Transient pauses at sites of damage could allow for error-free bypass of the lesion by replication-coupled recombination or other mechanisms of lesion bypass [60] . In any case, local regulation of replication forks implies an intimate interaction between the checkpoint and the replication of the damaged template. Because available fork-rate measurements, even single-molecule measurements, actually measure the average fork rate over many kilobases, and the doses of UV and MMS damage used cause lesions approximately every 500 bp [61, 62] , multiple transient pauses would have a similar effect on the average fork rate as uniform slowing. Therefore the available data do not distinguish between uniform slowing and multiple transient pauses. Distinguishing between these two possibilities will probably require the monitoring of replication forks moving in real-time.
One indication that fork regulation may be local is that the extent of fork slowing is dependent on the dose of damage. If activation of the checkpoint slowed all forks, one might expect to see the sort of threshold response seen in the inhibition of origin firing that checkpoint activation, even at low doses, would suffice to trigger fork slowing, and that additional damage would not lead to additional slowing. On the contrary, the extent of fork slowing is dose-dependent in a number of systems [24, 25, 39] . Interestingly, in both mammalian cells and fission yeast, IR, which causes doubleand single-strand breaks, does not slow fork progression, even though it activates the checkpoint to a comparable extent with that of the doses of MMS that do slow forks [25, 48, 49] .
It is possible that, because the doses of IR used cause only tens to hundreds of double-strand breaks, even if each break stalls two forks, it would still not affect the overall rate of DNA replication. This situation contrasts with that of UV or MMS damage, in which the millions of lesions caused would lead to slowing even if each lesion causes only a very brief checkpoint-dependent pause.
When considering whether the checkpoint is global or local, a subtle distinction arises between the location of checkpoint action and the extent of checkpoint signalling. The issue we are most concerned with in the present review is where the checkpoint effects are manifest: at all forks or only at forks that encounter damage. However, there is also a potential difference as to whether a fork encountering damage can trigger local checkpoint activation, in which the checkpoint effector kinases are only active in the vicinity of the fork, or whether checkpoint activation requires global activation of the checkpoint effector kinases. If local checkpoint activation is possible, a single fork encountering single lesion could be subject to checkpoint-dependent regulation without triggering a cellwide checkpoint response. Such events would be cryptic; they would be observable neither by checkpoint kinase assays nor by slowing of replication because so few forks would be affected. Cryptic checkpoint regulation would allow for checkpoint functions in many currently unrecognized situations. Alternatively, it is possible that in order to function, the checkpoint effector kinases must be globally activated. If so, it is possible that they phosphorylate all forks, as a precaution against encountering damage, but that the consequence of that phosphorylation is only manifest as slowing when forks encounter damage. Whether checkpoint signalling is an obligate global phenomenon, or can sometimes occur locally, is an interesting and important question; however, it has less significant implications for the mechanism of the checkpoint than the question of whether forks are slowed globally or only at sites of damage.
Conclusion
The intra-S-phase branch of the S-phase checkpoint slows replication forks in response to damage. This replication fork slowing is presumably important for replicating the damaged template. Nonetheless, the mechanistic role of the slowing is still unclear. In fact, it is not even clear whether the checkpoint slows all forks or only those that encounter damage. Understanding this basic question of how the checkpoint regulates replication dynamics is a crucial step towards understanding how the checkpoint functions to protect the genome.
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